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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

Looking
Forward and
Looking Back
There is no question that 2018 was a

Outside of our project

at lunch. Check out p.4-5 to see what

full year for Pennecon with significant

accomplishments and milestones,

some of our employees have to say

project achievements both home

I would also like to highlight another

about this question!

and abroad. We implemented a

important area of achievement

new modern brand that unifies us

for our company: our community

At Pennecon, we are building a rich

and redefines our position in the

investment. At Pennecon, we care

history of good memories, and I look

marketplace; we welcomed new

about our people, our communities

forward to creating even more with you

leaders into new positions; and we said

and our province and this is why we

in 2019 and beyond.

goodbye to those who retired after

support local charities and not-for-

laying the groundwork for Pennecon’s

profits. In 2018, Pennecon invested

current success.

approximately $500,000, across

Cheers to you and cheers to

60+ organizations. Some of these

a new year at Pennecon!

Change can be challenging, but as our

included the Canadian Mental Health

company grows and as we expand our

Association, the SPCA, Women in

focus, I am more confident than ever

Resource Development Council,

that our future will offer more growth,

Memorial University, the Healthcare

success, and advancement. Of course,

Foundation, and the Janeway Children’s

Larry Puddister,

to be the best, we will be tested and at

Hospital. The list goes on and on.

Executive Chairman

times faced with very difficult tasks;

We operate with a generous spirit, and

but make no mistake, where an

I consider our community involvement

impossible task exists, we find a way

a fundamental part of who we are,

forward. Just consider the difficult

and it’s what makes me most proud.

working conditions on Amherst
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Island and tight deadlines at Long

As you read this issue of TALK, take

Harbour during the site shut down.

some time to remember your favorite

At Pennecon, we specialize in complex

Pennecon moment from 2018.

projects located in harsh environments

This might have happened in your

because we know we can deliver the

office, on a remote work site, around

best possible service and results to

a boardroom table, at an employee

our clients.

event, or just getting a cup of coffee

Pennecon Welcomes

Maggie Smith

Our New Vice President, Finance and Operations
With only a few months under her

Support at TFI International Inc., which

opportunities available at Pennecon,”

belt at Pennecon, Maggie Smith,

is a North American leader in the

explained Maggie. “It seemed like

Pennecon’s newly appointed Vice

transportation and logistics industry,

an exciting idea and after more

President, Finance and Operations is

operating across the United States,

discussions, I could see it was the right

already feeling comfortable.

Canada, and Mexico. A bonus to this

move for me.”

position was it allowed Maggie and
My first day at Pennecon was like
coming back to the island after many

her family (husband and three boys)

Now settled into her Topsail Road

to return home to Newfoundland and

office, Maggie is excited to see where

Labrador.

her new position at Pennecon will bring

years away - it felt like home.

her. “My career has brought me to a lot
Happy in this rewarding position,

of unexpected places, but no matter

it was only after being seated next

where I am, I have seen time and time

Born and raised in Dunville,

to Pennecon CEO David Mitchell on

again that treating people honestly

Placentia Bay, Maggie, like many

a flight home did Maggie consider

and with respect is always the best

Newfoundlanders comes from a large

bringing her skills to Pennecon.

approach. So far everyone I have met

extended family. After graduating with

“Dave and I had a chance to talk, and

here seems to feel the same way and

a Business Commerce Degree with

he let me know about the possible

for that I am grateful.”

a major in Accounting at Memorial
University, Maggie’s career quickly
brought her to Nova Scotia where she
worked with KPMG and obtained her
chartered accountant designation.
Little did she know that this would
be the first step in many that would
lead her to work on a national and
international scale. After leaving
KPMG, Maggie began work at Air Nova
as their Senior Finance Manager.
During this time, she was part of the
team responsible for the Air Canada
and Canadian Airlines merger, which
saw the consolidation of all regional
airlines across Canada, forming the
organization that would later be known
as Air Canada Jazz.
From there she went on to spend four
years at ATS Andlauer Income Fund.
In 2010 Maggie took the position of
Vice President Finance, Operations

What’s Your Favorite

Pennecon Memory
ERIN HICKEY QUALITY MANAGER, HSEQ, HEAVY CIVIL

Last December, I had the privilege of volunteering at the Boys and
Girls Club of St. John’s, which is a youth serving, nonprofit, charitable
organization. It was my first time volunteering there and I honestly
didn’t know what to expect as a team of Pennecon employees waited
for the children to arrive. There was an arts and crafts area, bouncy
castle and a snowball fight in the gym, a teen room with a photo
booth and face painting station, many Christmas themed games
for all ages and of course a visit from Santa. As the children were
busy with their activities, I couldn’t help but notice that the most
important thing to them was our attention and time. It was very

uplifting. Sometimes in our busy days, filled with tight deadlines and challenges (which I love at Pennecon),
we can forget to take the time to give back. It was a great afternoon filled with some of the best Pennecon
employees I know, and I think they would all agree that it was immensely rewarding. A wonderful memory
that made me proud to be a part of Pennecon.

ELLIE JACKSON HUMAN RESOURCES ADVISOR
At Memorial University, Career Week provides career development
and exploration opportunities for all students. During Career Week,
I had the privilege of presenting to a group of undergraduate and
graduate students who were eager to learn about Pennecon, my
experiences as a MUN student and the transition from being a
university student to the “working world”. 2018 had many highlights,
but being able to make connections with these students, engage in
conversation with them, as well as reflect on my own experiences
and “life at Pennecon”, was a true highlight.
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from 2018?
STEPHANIE GRUCHY

OFFSHORE AND CRANE SERVICES MANAGER, SERVICES & MAINTENANCE
2018 was a memorable year for the entire Pennecon team,
but a personal highlight for me would be Pennecon’s involvement
with WRDC’s Techsploration program. Techsploration is a program
that promotes workplace diversity by encouraging girls to pursue
interests in trades, technical and technology-related occupations.
Last year, a team of nine female Pennecon employees volunteered to
bring Techsploration to my former high school, Mobile Central High.
We spent time with participants discussing our diverse backgrounds
and roles within Pennecon, we brought them on a tour of three
of our different facilities, and we organized a day of fun and
educational activities at the Marine Institute. I am looking forward to being involved with this fun
and rewarding program again in 2019, and I am beyond proud to be employed with such a communityorientated company.

SCOTT PENNEY

GENERAL MANAGER, PENNECON MARINE BASE
In terms of proud moments, Pennecon Marine’s support to Seadrill
was phenomenal while the West Aquarius was in Bay Bulls harbour
for 11 months in 2017-2018. Pennecon provided quayside support
services while the West Aquarius was warm stacked in Bay Bulls.
Before that, Pennecon provided project support to Seadrill during
the demobilization of the West Hercules in the spring of 2016, and
the exceptional service and support made Bay Bulls an obvious
choice to bring the West Aquarius back. Both Pennecon Marine Base
and Grand Banks Warehouse teams worked cohesively together
to ensure the client received prompt and professional service that
consistently met and exceeded its requirements for safety, quality, price, and schedule.

The Best of the Best

in 2018
HEAVY
CIVIL
AMHERST ISLAND WINDFARM
Our hard-working project team
on Amherst Island completed the
installation of 26 permitted 2.7
MW Siemens Turbines capable of
producing 75 MW of generating
capacity.

MUSKRAT FALLS GENERATION
FACILITY

GRAND FALLS MAIN DAM
REHABILITATION

Expanding on our work at Muskrat
Falls, in November 2018, Pennecon
entered into a new contract with
Nalcor to start critical work on the
Muskrat Falls generation facility.

Crews completed significant
upgrades to the existing Grand Falls
Main Dam in NL. This design-build
project was completed ahead of
schedule and under budget.

MARINE
• The Seadrill West Aquarius Drill
Rig was warm stacked in Bay
Bulls from July 2017 through
to April 2018. Marine staff
were responsible for cargo
marshalling, crew change, and
asset management. We are
proud to report zero incidents
over the 10-month period.
• Marine Base crews efficiently
offloaded over 3,000T of cement
in May 2018 to support Newcrete
operations.

• The Grand Banks Warehouse
team successfully facilitated and
supported Husky Energy with the
completion of 4 major sub-sea
rigid spools.
• A new, designed for purpose
solution, including a Barite
storage facility, silo and loading
system was built for Halliburton,
further expanding our current
client relationship and service
offering.

• The Grand Banks Warehouse
team continued to strengthen
its prominent position in
marine drilling riser servicing,
while assisting Seadrill with its
5 year riser recertification and
maintenance project. This scope
included high pressure testing,
exotic metal welding repairs, and
non-destructive testing.

SERVICES &
MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE SERVICES

TECHNICAL SERVICES

HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS:

• The hard-working team at Long
Harbour completed a large-scale
site shutdown, which was planned
and executed over two weeks
in August.

• A full substation electrical system
was completed for the Capital
Ready Mix/Lafarge batch plant
in Argentia.

• Showcasing growth in the local
oil and gas industry, Hydraulic
Systems was awarded six
contracts with the Husky
Wellhead Platform project, as
well as the contract to update the
BOP Crane controls on the
Hibernia platform.

• A new spool repair strategy for
Vale was developed to help
minimize production downtime.
• Reaching a new milestone,
Maintenance Services expanded
to 150+ employees.

• Teams completed a variety of
transformer work in
Newfoundland and Labrador,
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and Ontario.
• Teams completed work on the
Canadian Fluorspar project in
St. Lawrence, which included the
full certification and installation of
a new electrical system.
• Worked with SDP to develop a
supply and delivery plan for four
portable substations.

• Delivered twelve cranes for the
Canadian Coastguard and
became the largest crane supplier
to the Coastguard in 2018.
• Expanded the Palfinger Marine
Crane and Deck Equipment
distributorship to all of Canada.

INDUSTRIAL
• 350,000 LTI free hours worked
• Industrial teams continued to 		
showcase quality service on
a variety of project work.
Highlights include the Soldiers
Pond syncronous condenser 		
balance of plant; Amherst Island
completion of turbine installation
and commissioning; Nav Canada
Works; ongoing PODS CR3
heating upgrades at IOC; and
labour supply at North Atlantic
Refining.

• Awarded $8M+ in contracts
related to the prefabrication of
major structural steel for the
Husky WWRP CGS mechanical
outfitting, increasing shop
employment to 70+ trades 		
workers.
• Successfully completed
multiple Vale Voisey Bay 		
operations contracts, including
winter shutdown, incinerator 		
services and dam safety review.

• Continued a strong working
relationship with Nalcor with
multiple work scopes ongoing
and/or successfully completed

What is a

Concrete Gravity
Structure (CGS)?
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In the summer of 2017, it was announced that the SNC-Dragados-Pennecon
General Partnership had been awarded the construction contract to build the
Concrete Gravity Structure (CGS) for the West White Rose Project in
Newfoundland and Labrador. The White Rose field and satellite extensions
are located offshore in the Jeanne d’Arc Basin, 350 km east of Newfoundland and
Labrador in approximately 120m of water.
To better understand the scope of this project, let’s ask the question
“What is a CGS?”
A CGS is a massive concrete structure and once complete, will rest on the ocean
floor and support an integrated topsides facility. The topsides will consist of
drilling facilities, wellheads and support services, which includes accommodations
for up to 144 persons, utilities, a flare boom, and a helideck.
The West White Rose CGS will stand at a height of 145m, with a base diameter of
122m, which is approximately the length of a soccer field. To picture just how
high the CGS will stand, take note that the Confederation Building (the tallest building
in NL) stands at only 64m. When complete, the CGS will consist of over 76,000
cubic meters of concrete and nearly 40,000 tonnes of rebar and mechanical
outfitting for a total weight of approximately 200,000 tonnes. In comparison,
the Empire State Building consists of just over 42,000 cubic meters of concrete.
Those are some big numbers!
The hard-working SDP team recently reached a milestone with the completion of
the first concrete slip pour. More than 1,500 skilled craft and nearly 500 operational
staff worked around the clock in three shifts to pour more than 10,000 cubic meters
of concrete and install more than 3,000 tonnes of rebar. By the end of November,
part of the structure stood at the height of 46m; and as we look towards 2019, crews
will be reaching even more amazing milestones.

CHRISTMAS
What is a
PARTY 2018
Concrete Gravity
Pennecon proved once again that it knows how to throw a party! Held at the St. John’s Convention Centre, the 2018 Pennecon
Christmas Party, was a fun-filled event, jam-packed with laughter, good food and plenty of dancing. Three cheers to party

Structure (CGS)?

organizers and all of our invited guests. We hope to see you all again next Christmas!
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2019
CONFERENCE
SCHEDULE
Pennecon is making its mark all around the world.
Find out where our booth will be in 2019.

FUTURE GREENLAND

May 14-15, Katuaq, Nuuk, Greenland

CANADA GAS & LNG
May 21-23, Vancouver, BC

NOIA CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
June 17-20, St. John’s, NL

CANWEA ANNUAL
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
Oct 8-10, Calgary, AB

MINERAL RESOURCE REVIEW
Nov 6-9, St. John’s, NL

Farewell

Ed !

Pennecon said farewell to
one of the greats in October
2018. Ending his role as
Senior Vice President,
Finance, Ed Murphy retired
after 20+ years employment
with Pennecon. Co-workers
and friends gathered to
say farewell, share stories
and extend well-wishes.
Thankfully, Ed won’t be gone
completely, as he will remain
a member of the Pennecon
team through a consulting
role.

All the best
to Ed!

MESSAGE FROM THE
CEO

New Year,

New Goals
I love setting goals. Unfortunately,

Break It Down

Celebrate

a successful path towards achieving those

This step can be essential for large goals.

Finally, an often forgotten factor when

goals usually isn’t smooth, and commonly

For example, sometimes our larger goals

working towards a goal is realizing that some

it’s not easy. Regardless of success or

can be vague, like “I want to be healthier.”

goals aren’t going to happen overnight, so

failure, I have learned that merely having

However, outlining details like “I will exercise

it can be very important to celebrate small

a goal and working towards it does give

three times a week” gives you a clear and

wins. Demotivation can creep in when the

me a sense of direction, and it keeps me

measurable task. It might be necessary to

distance between you and your goal seems

motivated and engaged. All positive things!

ask yourself additional questions like

overwhelming. Therefore, it’s important to

Now that we have entered a new year,

“What do I need to achieve my goal?

mark your small goals along the way. It can

it seems like a perfect time to make some

Will someone need to assist me? How will I

spark pride and motivation and increase

new goals. However, before we dive in,

track my progress?” All of this information

that extra discipline we may need to go

let’s consider how we can prepare and what

will help you stay on track.

further towards our next achievement.

Write It Down

Achieving a goal may not be easy, and at

This seems simple, but by writing down

Decide

times it might even seem impossible but

your goal, it tends to make it feel more real.

Goals can be professional or personal,

keep in mind there is success in simply

By doing this, you outline not only the goal

small or grand. Maybe you would like to

setting a goal. Motivational speaker

itself but how you plan to achieve it and how

run the Tely 10 or learn to speak Spanish.

Tony Robbins said it best, “Setting goals is

your success will be measured. Write your

No matter the goal, keep in mind, it should

the first step in turning the invisible into

goals in terms of what you want, not what

be something you are genuinely interested

the visible.”

you don’t want, clarify how you will know

in or makes you excited. When your goals

you have reached your goal, and describe

are personally meaningful, you are more

how it offers value to your life. The more

likely to succeed. Smaller goals may offer

details, the better.

habits will be necessary to make success a
reality in 2019.

faster success but remember: larger goals
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stretch us past our current capabilities

Find A Community

and ultimately offer a broader sense of

Chances are you aren’t the only one with the

achievement and success. Some people use

same goal in mind. It’s good to find others

the SMART method when choosing a goal.

who have similar ambitions and learn from

SMART goals are - specific, measurable,

each other’s knowledge and experiences.

agreed upon, realistic and time-based. This

Utilize social media, join a class or talk to a

simple, yet effective, acronym is designed to

co-worker. These people can motivate you,

provide structure and guidance, and better

offer understanding when you struggle and

identify what you really want to accomplish.

suggest useful advice.

Sincerely,

David Mitchell
CEO

Washing Trucks to Vice-President

Christian Somerton

An interview with Christian Somerton, Pennecon’s new Vice President of Services & Maintenance, and Marine.
Could you tell us a little about your background?

3. Starting Grand Banks Warehousing

I grew up in Trinity Bay (Dildo if you want to be precise), attended elementary

(2015) – this was the first startup

school at Whitbourne Elementary where my mother spent her entire career.
When I got to grade 4, I transferred to a different elementary school to assert
my nine-year-old independence! I started high school at Crescent Collegiate, but
moved to St. Kevin’s in the Goulds in Grade 11 to play competitive basketball.

I’d been a part of, and it has been
rewarding to reflect on the original
vision from 2015 and see how it has
grown and developed into a promising

I spent my summers at cadet camp or playing provincial basketball.

company.

When did you start with Pennecon?

In your opinion, what makes
Pennecon unique?

I originally started with Pennecon as a teenager in 2004 at Capital Ready Mix,
washing and detailing concrete trucks for $25 per truck. In 2007, I started a
summer job at Pennecon Marine Base (at that time Bay Bulls Marine Terminal)
as a Materials Coordinator. After a few years, I was promoted to Logistics
and Procurement Coordinator and after I had proven myself in that role, I was
promoted to Assistant General Manager and eventually General Manager.
Are there Pennecon project moments that stand out in your mind?

It’s the same answer time after time,
our diversity. Pennecon’s ability to
undertake various-sized projects
from green-field to construction,
commissioning, maintenance, and
support is unique in the market.

1. North Amethyst Project (2009) – this was the first subsea construction project I

Is there a specific value that
you have followed throughout
your career?

personally worked on at the marine base which opened my eyes to the sheer size

Show appreciation for the people that

and technical capacity within that market. It was one of the early projects that built

go above and beyond their daily roles

the foundation for Pennecon’s expertise in servicing the local subsea market and

and responsibilities. At Pennecon,

was a time of significant personal growth.

like most companies, we’re nothing

2. Strait of Belle Isle Crossing Rock Placement (2014) – not having a civil engineering

without our people. We maintain our

A few that stand out for various reasons:

background, starting a green-field quarry, and building a wharf while crushing

value proposition through the working

+500,000Te of rock was a great learning experience for our team.

relationships between our people and
our clients. I work hard to ensure our
dedicated employees feel valued and
appreciated.
What do you like to do when
you aren’t working?
Spending time with my family at
our cabin in Terra Nova – ATVing,
snowmobiling, salmon fishing, skiing,
and getting outside. Other than that,
playing basketball and maintaining an
active role in our community through
organizations like the Victoria Park
Foundation, the CNIB, and NOIA.

BUOY HANDLING KNUCKLE
BOOM CRANE FOR
CCGS EDWARD CORNWALLIS
The Pennecon Hydraulic Systems team,

witness the crane’s Factory Acceptance

in partnership with Palfinger Marine,

Test, which took place in the Palfinger

has been contracted to supply the

Marine Facility in Gdynia, Poland.

CCGS EDWARD
CORNWALLIS

Buoy Handling Crane for the Canadian
Coastguard’s CCGS Edward Cornwallis,

This crane is one of thirteen cranes

which is an icebreaker working off the

that Pennecon Hydraulic Systems has

east coast of Canada.

supplied to the Canadian Coastguard
in the last three years but what makes

The Buoy Handling Crane has a 800

it special is that this crane is the largest

tonne meter capacity and is full rated

one to date.

for Lloyds Register Ice Classification.
Canadian Coastguard and Public Works

Ongoing since 2017 this crane is

representatives from the Government

expected to be operational and back in

of Canada were recently on hand to

Canada before the end of the year.

THE BUOY HANDLING
CRANE ON THE TEST STAND

IN GDYNIA, POLAND DURING THE
FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TEST.

CCGS Edward Cornwallis
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COMMUNITY UPDATE

HELPING OUT THE BOYS
AND GIRLS CLUB

BIG WINS FOR PENNECON!
Pennecon is thrilled to be the recipient of
two 2018 Best of Business Awards from
the Mount Pearl-Paradise Chamber of
Commerce. Pennecon CEO David Mitchell
was on hand to accept the awards for
Community Impact and Innovation at the
recent gala awards showcase.

PENNECON SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS
Highlighting our commitment to education,
Pennecon annually awards three $2,000
scholarships to dependents of Pennecon
employees. These recipients are full-time,
post-secondary students, who demonstrate
good academic standing, volunteer
experience, and community involvement.
Pictured here are (L-R): Andrew Haley,
Yumna Madi, Pennecon HR Advisor Ellie
Jackson, and Vivian Pham.

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL
CHRISTMAS PAJAMA DRIVE
Each Christmas, Pennecon employees
donate pajamas to help make Christmas a
little cozier for those who are less fortunate
in our surrounding communities. This year,
staff donated over 80 pairs of pajamas,
ensuring more families had themselves a
wonderful Christmas.

Ho ho ho! Pennecon staff helped spread
some Christmas cheer at The Boys and
Girls Clubs of St. John’s – Buckmasters
Circle location. This group of merry
employees volunteered an afternoon to
help organizers hold their annual Christmas
party for a group of 50 children. It was a
special day for everyone involved.

A NEW HOME FOR
BEAGLE PAWS

100 PORTRAITS OF THE
GREAT WAR

Pennecon is happy to be helping out our
furry friends at Beagle Paws with their
Building for Beagles campaign which is
working to build a new dog shelter to house
their growing group of rescue beagles.

Continuing our support of the Victoria Park
Renewal Initiative, Pennecon was proud
to build the concrete platform that is now
the base structure of the recently unveiled
“100 Portraits of The Great War” sculpture
by Morgan MacDonald. This sculpture now
stands in Victoria Park and commemorates
the memory of those lost in World War I.

Pennecon is a leading provider of integrated solutions across a diverse
portfolio of capabilities: heavy civil, industrial, services & maintenance,
and marine. From breaking new ground to commissioning and ongoing site
maintenance, we deliver the best solutions, service and quality at every
stage of the project. Powered by a diverse team, from coast to coast across
Canada, we are united by our passion and determination to deliver results
on the most complex jobs and challenging environments.
Please forward your suggestions, comments and questions to Dana Hawco
via email: dana.hawco@pennecon.com

